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FOREWORD

This report covers studies made on rubidium gas cells for the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration under N.G.R. 52-133-001. The

main objectives were the assembly of two rubidium 87 masers out of parts sup-

plied by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the determina-

tion of the performance of these two masers. These two objectives have been

fulfilled entirely. The results obtained are described in this report.

Figure 18 is a photograph of the two masers.

The work described here may be considered as a first phase of a

more extended program on the development of rubidium masers. The second

phase will consist of integrating the maser and its associated electronics

into a compact unit that could be used as a stable oscillator. The results

reported show that the rubidium 87 maser is the oscillator with the best short

term stability when compared to other existing devices.

The studies were done, during the last two years, in the Quantum

Electronics Laboratory of Laval University. The scientists who have worked

on various aspects of the project are, M. Tetu, G. Missout and G. Busca.

Jacques Vanier, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
(Principal investigator).
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I. INTRODUCTION

prj

Since the realization of the first rubidium maser operating

between the field independent levels at Columbia University ' , labora-

tories in private industries and universities have initiated research programs

in this field. The interest in the rubidium maser is due mostly to the

promise of an unsurpassed short term stability.

Several years have elapsed, however, without any experimental veri-

fication of the stability of the masers. Research has been mostly oriented

towards the understanding of the basic principles governing the operation of

(4)the maser . Furthermore, the rather high stability expected below averaging

times of one second, has created a problem in the sense that, for the purpose

of comparison, no other oscillators with the required characteristics were

available. In fact, it has been found that two similar masers were needed

to obtain a short term stability measurement. This is typical of the field

of high stability atomic oscillators. A similar situation was encountered

with hydrogen masers and its stability was not known until several units

(5)were built

The physical construction of rubidium masers may take various forms.

The first maser oscillating between the field independent levels consisted of

(2)
a vacuum tight cavity made of copper plated stainless steel . This type of

design permits the realization of a high cavity quality factor, but has the

disadvantage of being temperature sensitive. This introduces strong frequency

pulling effects. Another approach has been the use of a quartz bulb container

inside a cavity. This arrangement has the disadvantage of reducing substan-

tially the quality factor Q of the cavity. However, it has been possible to

design bulbs which are capable of supporting atmospheric pressure, and which
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are sufficiently thin to avoid a drastic reduction in cavity Q. We have been

able to obtain maser oscillation between the field independent levels with

several of these bulbs. Such a construction permits the use of quartz cavities

with greater thermal stability than in the case of the stainless steel cavity.

It allows also the implementation of external coarse and fine tuning devices

as well as variable coupling without interference with the vacuum assembly.

We have taken this second approach, for the design of our masers, and we have

given it the name "quartz bulb - quartz cavity" approach.

Two of these masers have been built. Their construction has been made

essentially out of the parts supplied by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration. In one of these masers, however, another cavity than the one supplied had

to be used because of an incompatibility between the storage bulb and the cavity

quartz cylinder (the bulb which we needed to use was too large to enter in the cylin-

der) . One of the masers was called NAS1 and the other, containing the transformed

cavity, was called LEQ1. Both masers have been operating continuously for a period

of about six months and extensive measurements of their characteristics have been made.

In the present report, the theory of the maser operation is given in

section II and the description of the maser assembly is given in section III.

Section IV is devoted entirely to the experimental results obtained. We draw

some conclusions on the results obtained and we propose some research projects

which seem promising as far as the development of the rubidium maser is concerned.

II. THEORY

The general theory of masers is well known. In fact, as early as

1956, Townes and his colleagues have published the basic theory of the

ammonia maser. Thereafter it was only necessary to adapt this theory to the
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particular problems or devices that were studied.

The rubidium maser theory follows this rule. However, the method

used, to obtain population inversion and the replacement of the original

atomic beam by a gas contained in a storage bulb, makes it sufficiently dif-

ferent from the original ammonia maser that a new theory must be developed

before any precise conclusions can be drawn on its behaviour. Several at-

tempts have been made in the past in order to obtain a theory describing as

closely as possible its operation. These have varied from simple population

inversion and energy loss arguments(Davidovits and Novick, 1966) to more

exact density matrix calculations (Vanier , Alekseyev ). We have used

this last approach. Recently we have developed it in such a way as to take

into account the local variation of the density matrix elements, in the

storage container. This theory is described below.

cyj

The rubidium maser : a schematic diagram of the rubidium maser

is shown on figure 1. The maser consists essentially of a lamp, a filter,

an absorption cell, a high Q cavity and a solenoid to produce the magnetic

field. The lamp is made of a large spherical mirror with a pyrex bulb at
07

its focal point. The bulb contains traces of rubidium and krypton at a

pressure of a few torr. The lamp is excited by a r.f. field at a frequency

of about 80 MHz. Light from the lamp passes through the rubidium 85 isotopic

filter, penetrates inside the cavity and orients the rubidium 87 atoms con-

tained in the storage bulb. The exact functioning of the devices is best

explained with the help of figure 2 which is a diagram of the lower energy

levels of the rubidium 87 atom. The lamp emits mainly hyperfine lines which

correspond to transitions from the P states to the two levels F=2 and

P=l of the ground state. The purpose of the rubidium 85 filter is to re-
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move from the spectrum of the lamp the lines corresponding to the transitions

from the P state to the level F=2 of the ground state. This happens because

of the fortunate coincidence of two of the lines of the rubidium 87 and rubi-

dium 85 isotopes. The filtered light penetrates the storage bulb which con-

tains traces of rubidium 87 and nitrogen at a pressure of about 10 torr. The

atoms are excited to the P state by the incident light. They are then

relaxed to both levels F = l and F = 2 of the ground state by collisions with

nitrogen molecules. Because of the asymmetry in the pumping light a net po-

pulation unbalance is obtained. When enough atoms are pumped into the upper

level F = 2, and if the cavity has a high Q, self sustained oscillations

may be obtained between the F = 2, M_ = 0 and F=l, Mf. = 0 levels at a fre-

quency of 6.835 GHz.

1. Oscillation Condition.

(4)In an article by Vanier the theory of the rubidium 87 maser had

been given. In order to obtain a mathematical closed-form solution of the

operation of the maser, the following assumptions were made in the analysis :

1) Reradiation was assumed to be completely quenched by the nitrogen

buffer gas in the absorption cell.

2) The decay from the exci.ted states took place randomly with equal

probability to any of the ground states.

3) In the ground state, in the absence of light, relaxation taking

place through collisions produced an equilibrium situation with all atoms

equally distributed among the eight Zeeman sub-levels shown on figure 2.

4) The incident light consisted of the line P-* S, F-2 only. In

other words, an ideal Rb 85 filter was assumed.

Furthermore, the hypothesis was made that the pumping rate was
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homogeneous throughout the storage bulb in the cavity. Obviously, this as-

sumption is not satisfied in practice but it was necessary in order to obtain

a simple expression for the oscillation condition of the maser.

In more recent works we have removed this last assumption and have

carried out a detailed calculation on the power output and oscillation condi-

tion of the maser on a digital computer. The detail of this theory is given

in Appendix A, whose main steps are given here.

The pumping rate f given in number of photons per atoms per second

is defined as

F(z,r) = Jl(v,z,r)c(v)dv , (l)

where z is measured from the entrance of the bulb, r is the radial coordi-

nate, in a cylindrical system, I is the intensity of incident light and a

is the cross section for absorption of a photon. The intensity decreases

along z according to the law,

dl(v,z,r) = -l( v,z,r)a( v)n(z,r)dz ,

where n is the density of absorbing atoms at the coordinates (z,r) and is

given by

| 16

'r + 8Yl
2)

where YT and Yp are respectively the rate of decay of the diagonal and non

diagonal elements of the density matrix ; n_ is the total number of atoms

per unit volume ; P is equal to — (^_H /H) where n_. is the Bohr magneton

and H is the longitudinal component of the r.f. field in the cavity. The
Z

field is given by an expression such as JQ(o?r/R) sinrrz/^ where a is the
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second non zero root of J,(x), R is the radius of the cavity and I its

length. The variation of F as a function of the distance z is given on

figure 3 for various parameters.

The power emitted by a small ring 2n r dr dz between the planes

z + dz and z, and between the cylinders r and r + dr is. given by

hvn02nr dr dz 4K 2
I(?* r\

2

, r) + y2]
 2

The total power emitted is :

P= f f d2P , (4)
J0J0

which, for continuous oscillation, must be made self-consistent with the

power lost in the cavity. Since the pumping rate r(z,r) depends itself on

the power of the maser through the density n(z,r), it is obvious that one

cannot obtain a solution in analytical form. However, we have solved the

problem on an IBM 360 computer and have obtained the form of the power output

versus the light intensity for various cavity quality factors. We have also

determined the threshold conditions for oscillation as a function of YI

7]Q (detailed in Appendix A). Figures 4, 5» 6, 7, give the essential of these
Cv

theoretical results. The results of these calculations can be compared with

actual experimental results published by various authors. The order of mag-

nitude of P is correct and the overlapping of the regions of oscillation
ul&X

for various Y. is in agreement with the experimental data. These points

will be discussed further in the section treating of the experimental results.
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2. Stability Considerations.

The stability of the masers has to be considered separately for

short arid long averaging times.

a)

The expression "short term" is rather loosely defined. In the

present text we consider as short term, averaging times of the order of one

second or less.

The short term stability of atomic oscillators has been considered

in detail by several authors. The basic result is usually expressed in term

of a variance of several measurements. Cutler et al have shown that the

maser fractional frequency stability is given by

V - (i22 2
S* Vj

In this expression T is the temperature in Kelvin, k is Boltzman constant,

P is the power output of the maser, F is the noise figure of the receiver,

co_ is the resonance frequency, co1 is the filter cut off frequency, Q is

the cavity external Q, Q is the loaded cavity Q, Q. is the atomic line
C<J v

Q and T is the averaging time. In the expression above we assume a filter

bandwidth large compared to ^.. The first term on the right of equation (5)

is the so-called additive noise and the last term is the noise in the band-

width of the atomic oscillator itself. The importance of the first term de-

-i -V?creases as T while the size of the second term decreases as T ^. Stabi-

lity measurements as a function of the averaging time T thus gives the pos-

sibility of answering the question as to which term is important. Another

parameter used in specifying short term stability is the so-called Allan-
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(g)
Variance . In this case calculations show that an expression similar to

equation (5) is obtained

The expression above has been used extensively to compare atomic

oscillators. It has been claimed that below T = lsec the rubidium maser

would be characterized by the smallest a or in other words the greatest

stability.

It may be pointed out that it is mainly on this basis that the

development of rubidium masers has taken place. As it will be shown in the

section treating of the experimental results, this prediction was well founded.

b) Long_term stability.

The long term stability of the maser is controlled by several fac-

tors of which the most important are :

- light shifts stability (spectrum stability),

- stability of the pressure (or density) of the rubidium vapor and

of the buffer gases in the absorption cell,

- cavity pulling.

The two first effects are similar to those observed in passive ru-

bidium standards and are expected to be of the same order of magnitude. It

is a fact that in passive standards long term drifts of unknown origins are

taking place. It is not known for sure yet if these drifts are mostly due

to long term aging of the lamp, filter cell or absorption cell. Another

program has been initiated in our laboratory on this subject and is briefly

described in section VII. However, the most important effect expected to

influence on the long term stability of the maser is the cavity pulling. The

maser frequency offset due to a mistuning Av = v - vn of the maser cavity,
C C \J

is given by :
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A v m = M , c . (6)

In this expression Av is the maser frequency offset equal to ( v - vj ,

where v is the maser output frequency, Q is the loaded cavity qualitym vC

factor, and Q is the line Q of the maser atomic transition. vn is the
•C vj

atomic resonance frequency including the shifts due to the presence of the

buffer gas, the magnetic field and the light, and v is the cavity resonancec

frequency. The expression above can be manipulated in the following way. If

I is the intensity of the incident pumping radiation we may write :

v = V + al (7)

where vnn and Av are respectively the rubidium frequency and the width

of the hyperfine line without the effect of the light. The terms a and 3

are factors which represent respectively the shift and broadening due to the

light. The value given by equations (?) and (8) can be replaced in equation

(6) and we obtain :

The values of a and 3 are best determined experimentally. However, they

are related to the pumping rate F defined earlier and to the line shape. In

principle they can be calculated from basic theory. Appendix B gives expres-

sions for a and P. Unfortunately, the actual spectrum of the lamp as seen

by the absorption cell can be obtained only from experiments. Consequently,

in order to explain the frequency biases observed, some knowledge of the lamp

spectrum after filtering has to be obtained. Section IV describes the method

we have used to obtain this data, through the use of a high resolution Fabry-

Perot interferometer.
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From equation (9) it can be shown that a particular setting of the

cavity tuning can be found which will give a maser output frequency independent

of light intensity. This setting is given by

This result is the direct consequence of the assumption that the light shift

al is a linear function of the intensity. Consequently, a given cavity set-

ting can be found which will produce a maser output frequency independent of

the light intensity. Experiments made to verify these predictions are des-

cribed in section IV. Equation (9) dictates that, to obtain a frequency in-

dependent of the light intensity, the cavity must be mistuned by an amount

equal to

The term a is the light shift factor and has to be known in order to evaluate

the stability required from the lamp spectrum. It cannot be evaluated easily

from the above expression, since the determination of Av requires an inde-
C

pendent determination of the cavity tuning and of the light broadening.

Methods of tuning may include the setting of the cavity resonant frequency

for maximum power output or, better, the broadening of the resonance line

through the excitation of transitions between the Zeeman levels. Theory shows

that if all levels of the state F=2 are equally populated, the excitation

of such transitions will produce a pure broadening of the hyperfine line

without frequency shifts. Effectively, in such a case equation (6) applies

and for the purpose of tuning, Q can be modulated by the introduction of
v

Zeeman transitions.
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From these expressions, it is clear that the cavity resonant fre-

quency must be kept constant if long term stability is desired. In fact, for
Q

Q. — 10 and Q. —35,000 the cavity tuning must stay within approximately
</ vC

1220 Hz for a long term fractional stability of one part in 10 . This is a

rather stringent requirement, and it appears that servo techniques need to

be developed to keep the cavity tuned to the frequency desired.

III. MASER ASSEMBLY

The two masers assembled in our laboratory are very similar

and the description of only one is given here. The maser described is

the one named NAS 1. A complete schematic diagram of the maser is

shown on figure 8.

1. Cavity and Bulb.

The maser is of the "quartz cavity - quartz bulb" type. The storage

bulb is made of pure clear fused silica and is built to rigid specifications.

It fits to the wall of the cavity as close as possible. Calculations have

shown that in order to have a cavity Q compatible with the operation of the

maser in a continuous mode, the bulb must be thin with walls fitting as close-

ly as possible inside the cavity cylinders . The characteristics of the

NAS I maser are given in Table 1.

Table 1 ; NAS I - Rb 87 maser

Cavity Quartz cylinder

Top Transparent wrinkled foil

Bottom Opaque

Bulb Quartz (fused silica)

Qu 34,700

Q,, variable

& variable
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The cavity quartz cylinder is silver-plated on the inside. The

top, which is used for coarse tuning, is made of copper wrinkled foil and is

transparent to the pumping light. The bottom which is also made of copper

is not transparent. The arrangement provides a certain amount of compensa-

tion against temperature variations although no efforts have been made to

design the system such as to provide optimum characteristics relative to long

term frequency stability. Rough measurements, however, have shown that the

cavity tuning was not too sensitive to temperature, and it was found that

for the present task the results obtained were satisfactory.

The cavity itself is surrounded by a copper jacket on which is

mounted the heater elements. This arrangement is necessary to avoid large

gradients that would exist, if the heaters were mounted directly on the

quartz cavity which has a poor thermal conductivity. Even with this ar-

rangement it was necessary at high temperatures to add heater elements on

the copper ends of the cavity to minimize the gradients.

The fine tuning of the cavity is accomplished through a small

plunger at one of the end plates. The coupling is done through a coupling

loop at the same end and is variable with a control external to the maser.

The storage bulb was filled on a high vacuum gas filling system.

Rubidium was prepared directly in the bulb tip through a reaction of RbC£

with calcium metal chips. The buffer gas used is nitrogen at a pressure of

approximately 11 torr.

In order to prevent condensation of rubidium on the walls of the

storage cell, which would degrade the Q of the cavity through microwave

losses, the bulb tip is maintained at a temperature a few degrees lower than

the bulb itself.
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2. Lamp and Filter.

The lamp consists of a large 7.5 cm mirror and of a 2.5 cm pyrex

bulb. The bulb is filled with krypton at a pressure of a few torr and con-

tains traces of rubidium 87. The bulb is placed in a region of the mirror

which includes the focal point. It is surrounded by a radio frequency coil

which forms the tank circuit of an oscillator operating at a frequency of

approximately 80 MHz and delivering about 20 watts. With this power the

lamp does not require external heating and the plasma losses are enough to

maintain the temperature required for operation. The electronic circuit

consists mainly of a 5E 29 vacuum tube and no particular efforts have been

made to reduce its size, power consumption or other physical parameters. This

type of lamp is found to operate well and is relatively stable. However, it

is rather bulky and in future models it would be desirable to redesign it

completely with the use of transistorized circuits.

The filter cell is of the standard type used in optical pumping

experiments. It is made of pyrex and is approximately 7.5 cm in diameter

and 3.7 cm long. It is filled with argon at a pressure of about 50 torr and

contains traces of rubidium 87. The purpose of the argon buffer gas is to

shift the spectrum of the rubidium 85 atoms towards the red. Through this

effect the line S... , F = 3*-»P of the rubidium 85 isotope coincides with
¥2

the line S , , F = 2*-*P emitted by the rubidium 87 lamp. This last line is
72

absorbed and intensity pumping is obtained in the maser bulb.

The behaviour of the lamp and filter was analyzed on the high

resolution Fabry-Perot interferometer. The results are given in section IV.

It is sufficient, at this stage of the report, to say that the arrangement

lamp-filter described here operated well and permitted the successful opera-
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tion of the masers between the field independent levels in a continuous mode.

3. The Magnetic Field.

The magnetic field necessary to give to the system an axis of

quantization which permits the operation in a field independent mode, is

created by a large solenoid surrounded closely by a single magnetic shield

made of moly permalloy. The solenoid is approximately 35 cm in diameter by

90 cm in length. The design of the shield and solenoid was borrowed direct-

ly from the hydrogen maser technology. This was done in order to save time.

It provides an homogeneous magnetic field environment, but it is clear that

the external physical appearance does not give justice to the actual size of

the rubidium maser. The cavity which is the main part is only 12.5 cm in

diameter and consequently could be surrounded by a smaller magnetic shield-

solenoid arrangement.

The homogeneity produced by the arrangement is sufficient to obtain

oscillation in a rather low field. In fact, continuous oscillation was ob-

served without a decrease in amplitude at fieldsas low as 3 XlO~ gauss.

This is in contrast to the difficulty of operating hydrogen masers at low

fields. This is due to the difference in principle of operation of the two

devices.

In the hydrogen maser the atoms move freely in a bulb and see

transverse innomogeneities in the field, as a time varying magnetic field.

If these inhomogeneities are large, the spectral density of this time varying

phenomenon may be large enough to produce transitions between the Zeeman

levels of the atoms. This produces a loss of coherence and may even quench

the maser oscillation.
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In the rubidium maser the atoms are effectively at rest, due to the

presence of the buffer gas. Consequently, the inhomogenei ty in the field

causes mostly a broadening of the levels. Due to the fact that the relaxa-

tion created by spin exchange interactions is rather large, strong magnetic

field inhomogeneities can be tolerated before any effects on the maser power

output are observed.

It should be pointed out however that the single shield arrangement

is not sufficient. The maser frequency is dependent on the position of the

surrounding equipment. The effect of moving steel benches may produce shifts

12
of the order of several parts in 10 .

4. The Electronics.

The electronics associated with the maser has essentially two pur-

pcses : l) maser control, 2) signal detection.

1) The maser electronics consists of a multi-point temperature control

and of a magnetic field control.

The circuit used to control the temperature of the masers operates

at a few kilohertz in a proportional mode. The energy is supplied to the

heaters in the form of current pulses and the circuit controls the duty

cycles of the pulses. Measurements have shown that with modest insulation,

the gain of the system was sufficient to maintain a temperature stability

better than 0.01°C during a day with external temperature variation of a few

degrees.

The current necessary to control the magnetic fields is derived

from a regulated power supply through voltage division in series resistance.

2) The maser signals are detected with the help of a sensitive super-
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heterodyne receiver. Figure 9 is a schematic diagram of the system. It con-

sists of a L.E.L. mixer preamplifier, a General Radio i.f. amplifier and a

local oscillator. The local oscillator is made of a crystal oscillator at a

frequency of 10.468 MHz multiplied by a factor of 650. The i.f. frequency

is 30 MHz ; sometimes it is desirable to obtain a low frequency beat between

the maser and the local oscillator ; this is done by a simple addition of a

weak 30 MHz signal at the input of the i.f. amplifier. The frequency of the

low frequency signal can then be varied by changing slightly the frequency

of the local oscillator.

The masers do not normally operate immediately after the assembling

of all the parts. There are too many parameters which control the threshold

of oscillation, and adjustment of each of them needs to be done separately.

This is done by stimulating the maser into transient oscillations with short

r.f. pulses at the hyperfine frequency. It is then possible to adjust all

the various parameters by looking at the signal output and to obtain continuous

oscillation. The r.f. pulses at 6.834 GHz are generated from a system similar

to the one used for the local oscillator, including a multiplication chain

and a crystal oscillator. This system is also illustrated on figure 9.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Power Output vs Light Intensity.

Experiments have been carried out in order to determine the light

intensity for maximum power output at various cavity temperatures. The

results of these experiments are shown on figure 10. Temperature is the pa-

rameter which is varied from one curve to another. The light intensity was

varied either with a calibrated iris or neutral density filter. Both tech-
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niques gave similar results.

The measurements were done through the receiver described earlier.

This receiver was calibrated with the help of attenuators and a source whose

output power was measured with a power bridge. The results obtained can be

compared to the results of the calculations made earlier. No attempts have

been made to adjust the parameters in order to obtain exact agreement between

theory and experiment. However, it may be mentioned that the measured power

output of the masers and the shape of the curves obtained is consistent with

the results predicted by the theory.

It is difficult to obtain a precise value of the parameter T). If

we suppose T) ~0.7 and Q —35,000, we have T|Q =24,500. Prom figure 4,
C-C/ C b

this would give a maximum atomic power of about 125x10 W. With a coupling

parameter of the order of 0.05 we would then expect a maser power output of

about 6 x10~ W. This is in fair agreement with the data shown on figure

10. The maximum of power reported on this figure varies from 3 to 5.3 X10 W.

Furthermore, the form of the curves agrees qualitatively with those obtained

from the theoretical calculations. One notes also at the lower

threshold of oscillation an inflexion point which is visible on the theoretic-

al and experimental curves.

These experiments are necessary for later work on measurements of

the maser stability. In fact, the power output of the maser must be known

in order to interpret correctly the measurements of the maser stability in

the short term range.

2. Light Shifts.

Measurements of the displacement of the maser frequency by the

light are somewhat tedious. As mentioned in the theoretical section, the
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light has several effects, two of which are important for the present discus-

sion. There is first a direct effect of frequency shift which is character-

ized by the parameter a. There is also an indirect effect which is related

to the broadening of the resonance and which influences the maser frequency

when the cavity is not tuned to the proper frequency. This last effect is

characterized by the parameter 3.

We have made experiments in order to determine the mutual influence

of these two effects on the maser frequency. It is to be noted that they are

not independent. Any experiments which consists in varying the light inten-

sity will give results in which the two effects are present. Furthermore,

the light spectrum consists of the two lines D, and D_ which are not of the

same intensity ; their shapes depend also on the temperature of the filter

cell and this complicates the interpretation of the results by the introduc-

tion of another parameter.

We have carried out the experiments in the following way.

l) First the lamp spectrum was analyzed on the Fabry-Perot interfero-

meter, in order to determine the shape and the shift of the maximum intensity

of the lines as a function of the filter temperature. This was done in the

following manner : the lamp filter arrangement to be analyzed was placed

directly in line with the Fabry-Perot interferometer. Another lamp, used as

reference, was oriented at 90° to the axis of the Fabry-Perot interferometer.

A reflecting blade was placed on the axis of the interferometer and in the

path of the two lamps. This blade was made to rotate slowly with the help

of an intermittent motion gear which permitted the passage from one lamp to

the other, while the interferometer was scanned. The interferometer consisted

of two mirrors 3.7 cm in diameter and polished to X/200. These mirrors were
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spaced by 15 mm. This provided a scanning range of 10 GHz per order. The

mirrors and spacers were mounted in a vacuum envelope with end windows

polished to about \/4 and the scanning was done by varying the pressure

inside the vacuum enclosure. The parallelism of the mirrors could be adjusted

with the help of three screws accessible from outside the vacuum envelope.

The central spot of the ring figure obtained was detected with a photomulti-

plier through a mask having a small opening of 0.25 mm in diameter. The

spectrum was recorded on an XY recorder.

A typical recording is shown on figure 11. Figure 12 gives the

frequency displacement of the pumping line as a function of the temperature

of the filter cell.

2) In a second step we have investigated the effect of the light it-

self on the maser frequency. Various curves have been plotted of the maser

frequency versus cavity tuning for several light intensities. A typical

result is shown on figure 13. It is seen that a crossing point exists where

the maser frequency output is independent of light intensity. This point

does not appear where the cavity resonance frequency coincides with the atomic

resonance frequency. The coincidence of cavity and resonance frequency can be

verified either by maximum maser power output or by the method of line Q mo-

dulation to be described below.

The problem of deciding which cavity tuning should be chosen has to

be solved on the basis of stability. If the light spectrum and intensity are

not stable, it would be desirable to set the cavity resonance frequency at the

point where the maser frequency is independent of light intensity. On the

other hand, if the cavity resonance frequency is not stable, it is then

desirable to tune the maser in such a way as to have coincidence between the
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cavity and the atomic resonance frequency. The cavity resonance frequency

could then be locked to the maser line through a servo-system. It appears

that the last situation described is the one encountered in practice in our

masers. This is probably due to an insufficient thermal control of the

cavity.

Parameters a and P could be obtained from the data if Inn was

known. For a typical light intensity used in our maser the light shift is

of the order of 10 Hz while the contribution of the light to the broadening

of the hyperfine line is approximately 100 Hz. More elaborate experiments

are required in order to obtain actual values of a and P. These experiments

necessitate for example the use of interference filters in order to separate

the effect of the D and D lines.

3. Long Term Stability.

The long term stability of the rubidium maser is controlled at the

present time by two main factors : l) light intensity stability, 2) cavity

stability.

1) The stability of the light influences the maser frequency stability

through the light shift. As was seen earlier this effect can be cancelled by

adjusting the cavity resonance frequency at such a setting that no change in

maser output is observed for various light intensities.

2) The cavity stability influences the maser frequency through the

pulling of the atomic resonance. The formula describing this effect has been

given earlier and can be written in a simple form when the light intensity is

considered constant. Thus considering only the effect of cavity pulling we

may write [see equation (6)J :
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where standard notation has been used and where Q. is defined such as to in-

clude all sources of broadening of the atomic resonance. As mentioned earlier

the parameters of our system are such that a cavity stability of approximately

12±20 Ez is required if a stability of +.1 part in 10 is desired. At present,

a comparison between our two masers has shown that the stability in the medium

term (~ 1 hour) is of the order of 1 part in 10 . No major efforts have been

made to improve this characteristics. Actually we are operating with only one

oven wound very close to the cavity ; the temperature stability under these

circumstances is not.good. A double oven with good thermal insulation would

be desirable and should improve easily the long term stability.

4. Tuning of the Masers.

In general, by the condition of tuning, we understand a situation

in which the maser output frequency is identical to the atomic frequency v.

including shifts such as those produced by the second order doppler effect,

buffer gas or wall collisions and by the applied magnetic field. In the

hydrogen maser, the shift due to spin-exchange is cancelled exactly in the

tuning procedure by a mistuning of the cavity. Although this has not been

proved for the rubidium maser the same situation is expected to exist. How-

ever, spin exchange shifts are small and even negligible compared to other

shifts that are present such as buffer gas shifts and light shifts. Conse-

quently, a tuning procedure for rubidium masers in general should not be

oriented toward the cancellation of spin exchange shifts.

There are two methods of tuning that could be exploited in this

type of maser. Both are based on line Q modulation, but the parameter varied
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in each case is different.

A. Light Intensity Variation. In a previous section we have des-

cribed the effect of the shifts and broadening, due to the presence of the

light. This was done in a phenomenological way but nevertheless, it was

found that the experimental data was in qualitative agreement with the basic

pulling equation obtained.

On figure 13, the straight lines obtained for various lignt inten-

sities cross at a unique point. This point could in principle be used as a

criterion which would render the maser frequency independent of light inten-

sity. However, there is a disadvantage to this. In order to reach this point

the cavity must be detuned by an amount such that the maser power output be-

comes rather low. In certain cases the tuning of the cavity is so far from

the actual atomic frequency that the oscillation condition is not satisfied.

B. Magnetic Quenching. The effect of magnetic quenching has al-

ready been exploited in the hydrogen maser as a tuning method ' . There

are two ways in which the effect can be used :

- Field gradient : In this method a magnetic field gradient is applied to

the maser. The effect on the maser is to broaden the energy levels. In the

hydrogen maser the atoms are freely moving in a given volume and transitions

are excited among the Zeeman levels. This introduces a loss of coherence in

the transition F = l ^=0 and F=0 M_ = 0 with a broadening of the corres-

ponding line. In the rubidium maser however the atoms, for all purposes, are

fixed at a given point in space by the buffer gas, and the magnetic field

gradient will produce an inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance line.

Thus, in principle, the technique could be used in both cases to

tune the masers. However, there is always an uncertainty in this procedure.
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The frequency, of the field independent transition depends on the magnetic

field through the relation

\fOO ~ V0 + ̂  B (Rubidium 8?)

where B is the applied magnetic flux density in gauss. If a field gradient

is applied, the average squared field seen by the atom may be raised by a

slight amount. Consequently there exists an uncertainty as to the constancy

of H-frjO Curing "the tuning procedure which requires a variation of the

gradient.

- Zeeman transition broadening : Another method consists in introducing

transitions between the Zeeman levels with a transverse oscillating magnetic

field. This has the effect of destroying partly the coherence in the hyper-

fine transition by effectively removing atoms from the levels connected by
(14)

this transition. Andresen has shown that in the case where all the Zee-

man sub-levels are equally populated, the effect of Zeeman transitions is a

pure broadening of the levels without shifts of the maser line.

The method was used successfully in our rubidium maser and figure

14 shows a typical result. The ratio of Q /Q (slope) is rather large andc </

modulation of Q. through Zeeman transitions does not alter much this slope.
</

In order to make evident the tuning possibility the data for the higher slopes

(lowest Q ) was subtracted from the data for the smallest slope (largest

Q ). It is these numbers that are plotted on figure 14. With the present

masers, we evaluate that we can tune the maser with an accuracy of the order

of 1 part in 1011.

In principle this method could be used as the basis for a servo

system in which the maser would continuously be kept tuned at the point where

the frequency is independent of the intensity of the audio field applied in
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resonance with the Zeeman transitions.

5. Short Term Stability.

As mentioned in the introduction the interest in the rubidium maser

was raised by the promise of a stability in the short term region, superior

to the stability obtained with all presently existing devices.

In order to verify this prediction, the two masers were built as

similar as possible and measurements on their stability were made. The com-

parison system used is shown on figure 15. The beat frequency measured between

the two masers was of the order of 600 Hz which has facilitated the measure-

ment of the stability in the short term region. This difference in frequency

was due to a difference in buffer gas pressure in the two masers. Statistics

on the signal were done automatically on a computing counter HP-5360-A. The

results for various experimental situations are shown on figure'16.

The stability of the masers was also measured in various other ways.

One method consisted in measuring directly the time elapsed during 1000

periods of the beat signal. The measured time of the order of 1.6 sec was

then recorded through a digital to analog converter. The recording gave an

indication of the stability over an averaging time of 1.6 sec and in the same

time gave indications of the relative stability of the masers in the medium

and long term region.

Another method consisted in mixing the 600 Hz beat signal with a

signal derived from a stable crystal oscillator through a synthesizer. The

slow beat frequency obtained was measured on a counter and its characteristics

were determined.

All methods gave consistent results and it is believed that the
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stability recorded here are representative of our rubidium maser signals as

detected with the receiver described in section III. Extensive work is

presently under way in order to compare our experimental data to the predic-

tions of equation (9). It may be mentioned here that the T law predicted

is obeyed by our experimental results.

Figure 17 gives a comparison of the rubidium maser stability as

compared to other oscillators. The rubidium maser has the best stability in

the short term region.

V. FUTURE PROGRAM

It appears that, due to encouraging results obtained up to now with

the rubidium masers, further development should be made. The main aspects

which need to be developed are :

1) Reduction in size of the actual maser set up, specially the part

concerned with the magnetic field including solenoid and magnetic shield. The

present size of the shield is of the order of 35 cm by 90 cm. This could

easily be reduced to about 20 cm by 30 cm.

2) The lamp driving electronics should be transistorized.

3) An electronic system should be designed such as to lock a crystal

oscillator to the maser output.

4) The thermal control of the maser should be improved.

5) The method of tuning through the technique of broadening the maser

line by Zeeman transitions should be made automatic.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this report we have given details on the construction of the

"quartz bulb-quartz cavity" type rubidium maser. We have given the results

obtained with two of these masers. These results were concerned with tuning

characteristics, medium term stability and short term stability.

The stability of the masers in the short term region is superior

to any of the oscillators presently existing. On this basis it is believed

that future development of the masers to reduce their size and improve their

medium term stability is well justified.

VII. OTHER RELATED PROJECTS

Several other research projects carried in our laboratories are

related closely to the work described in this report. These include studies

of relaxation of rubidium upon collisions with buffer gas atoms and surfaces,

rubidium maser oscillation aided by external feedback, studies of long term

stability of passive rubidium gas cells, and studies of a rubidium 87 maser

made with a vacuum tight cavity.

The project of long term stability of rubidium gas cells is in

direct connexion with our maser work since any solution to the long term

instability problem of the passive rubidium gas cell standard could, in prin-

ciple, be applied to the rubidium maser. The project consists in localizing

the major causes of instability in the passive standard. The experimental

arrangement is essentially a bridge set up in which two absorption cells are

pumped simultaneously by the same lamp. The system has been described in

(17)earlier reports , and is practically completed. Measurements should begin

soon, and results will be reported later.
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The other project connected with the study of the stability of a

maser made with a vacuum tight cavity is well under way. The stainless steel

cavity itself is completed ; it needs to be assembled and filled with the

proper buffer gas and rubidium 87. After completion its characteristics will

be studied and compared to the presently existing masers.

VIII. NEW TECHNOLOGY

During the course of this program, a new method of tuning the

masers was developed. This method of tuning consists in broadening the maser

line by inducing transitions between the Zeeman levels.
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Appendix A

(English version of "Theorie du Maser au Rubidium 87" by M. Tessier and J.

Vanier, Can.J.Phys. 49, 2680, 1971)

In this appendix we want to calculate the threshold of oscillation

and the power output of the maser. We compare the results of the calculations

to published data.

CALCULATIONS

(a) Variation of the pumping rate F.

We define F as

r(z,r)= f°° /(v,z,r)a(v)dv
Jo

where v is the frequency, l(v,z,r) is the light spectral density at coor-

dinates z,r and frequency v. We use cylindrical coordinates as shown on

figure A-l :

m

M

>
<t> • (0«,0n)

i • Om

Pig. A-l - Maser cavity and coordinate system.

We assume that the source spectral density is independent of r and we write
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/(v, 0, r) = 70 = 700 exp - v .
L ^VD J A(2)

where vn is the frequency of the peak of the line, 2A%L is its width and

Inn is its maximum intensity. The absorption cross section can be written :

CT(V) = a0 exp -1 ^V ~ Vo) J~tol] A(3)

This line is assumed to be twice as large as the emission line and centered

on the same frequency. This hypothesis is based on experimental results ob-

tained in this laboratory on a Pabry-Perot interferometer . We assume

that the light decreases along the axis of the storage bulb according to the

differential equation :

d /(v, z, r) = - /(v, z, r) <y(v) n (z, r) dz A( 4)

which says that the decrease in intensity between the planes z and z + dz is

proportional to the intensity at the plane z, to the absorption cross section,

to the penetration dz and to the number of absorbing atoms n(z,r) per unit

volume. In this case we can show that ' :

n(jr)̂  3Yln0 r , 16 r(r + Y.)P* _ 1 , }
5r + 8Yl[ 3 Yt(f + Y2) (5F

2 + 13ytr + 8Yl
2) + 4|}'(2r2 + 9YlF + 8Yl

2)J

where YI and Yp are respectively the decay rates of the diagonal and non-

diagonal elements of the density matrix, n« is the density of atoms and 3
1

represents the expression -r (n_H /ft) in which \IQ is the Bohr magneton, H

is the longitudinal component of the r.f. field. The variation of H in the
Z

cavity (TE02l) has the form Jn(o v/R)sin(TTz/0) where a is the second

root of J,(x), R is the radius of the cavity and & its length. . It is
2

useful to write P in the following way :

A(6)



2 2Here <^ p > is the average value of P over the cavity. The constant K is

equal to f 2/J0( °̂)\ We finally obtain :

ta! A(7)

2
The parameter <^ P ^> is connected to the power delivered by the rubidium vapor

or the power lost in the cavity walls and coupling loop by the relation

_ ./R\

«" A( '

where Q. is the loaded quality factor of the cavity and T) is the filling
V

factor defined by

f *>4VI V n f U r

"=/7^/ V fl rl U f•f ra " rl

In these last expressions V is the volume of the cavity and CD is the

angular frequency of the maser oscillations. To simplify we write equation

A(8) as

<P2> = K,P A(g)

where

With these definitions we can write equation A(4) as

M_-o(v),,(Z,,)d2 A(H)

We integrate over z and we obtain

In JtY' f) = - f °(v)n(z. r>dz A( 12)^o Jo v '

from which

/(v, 2, r) = /0 exp - /** o(v)«(z, r) dz A( 13)
Jo



We replace in equation A(l) and we obtain :

F(z, r) = f °° /0<<v)[ exp -tr(v) J^ n(z, r) dz J dv A( 14)

It can be shown that r(z,r) can be written as

Hz, r) = r</l + £ ».) A(15)
\ »=1 /

where
/ooa0AvPN/n

r0 - HO, r) -

and

,
1.25

2 22 2
The density n(z,r) is a function of F and p, since P is a function of P

through equation A(8).

(b) Self consistent solution.

The power delivered by the element of volume 2nrdrdz between

planes z + dz and z and between the cylinders r and r + dr is given by

A( 18)

This equation is derived in a similar way as formula (18) of reference (4) .

Parameters A and B are

/ o —
, 0 + y2] + 8X,P sin2 [1 - F(z, r)B(F)]

5r' +13y.r 8y.'

The self consistent solution is obtained by integrating over the whole cavity

volume
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/•' /•*
P = I I d2P

Jo Jo

P must then satisfy the following relation :

/ 2f V2 1 * 2 ***• T"«/ \ J/T^\ J J*• —= |» i sin — I (2T /*)j4il )/* dr uz
r r L?_J—* '

Yi ^o2(CT2)[ir(z, r) + y2] + 81C,P./o2(^ r) sin2^ [1 - F(z, r)B(F)]\K / /

A(21)

To solve this equation, we must know r(z,r). However r(z,r) depends on P

through n(z,r). We thus proceed as follows : we set T^ and we start with

P = 0. We determine r(z,r) from equation A(l5). To do this we assume a

given r(zfr) and to calculate r(z+dz,r) we evaluate the second member of

equation A(l3) in assuming that f(z + dz,r) = f(z,r). Proceeding this way

several times we obtain r(z + dz,r) with the desired accuracy. Since we

know r(0,r) = Fn we can then calculate f(z,r) for all z. We then have to

solve A(2l) which gives a value of P. We then calculate again f(z,r) using

this new value of P and repeat the procedure. In practice, we obtain

consistent results after 3 or 4 loops ; we have compared this method to ana-

lytical solutions that we can obtain in certain special cases and both agreed
4

to about 1 part in 10 .

In our calculations we have assumed the following numerical values :

00= 2nx6.8 xlO rad/s, & = 8cm, R=5cm .

Furthermore we do not differentiate between D, and D? lines emitted by the

-11 2lamps and we set o_ = 2xlO cm . Finally we assume the following relations

Vl~10 10 3nn = , — 10 atomes/cm
U o .4

v9 = 63 + tr (YIc. O -L
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In each particular case, we set given values for y , "($ and FQ. The

numerical calculations have been made on a computer (APL 360).

(c) Results of the calculations.

(1) The pumping rate F.

We have obtained several curves of F as a function of z and a

typical set of these curves is shown on figure 3.

¥e consider first the case where P = 0. This is the case of oscil-

lation threshold. Equations A(l5) and A(2l) are then independent of r. It

is found that F(Z) decreases rapidly when the light beam penetrates inside

the cavity. The hypothesis normally made that F(Z) is constant in the

cavity is thus not realistic. For most cases we see that F(Z) at the bottom

of the cavity is of the order of 1% of F» or less.

When P^O, the pumping rate depends on r through the product
>~) r~)

K..PJn(a r/R)sin (TTZ/#). To obtain r(z,r), we assume given values for Fn

and P, and fix r. It is then found that for a given r, the decrease in F

with z increases with increasing P, producing a transverse modulation of

the pumping rate. The decrease of F is maximum on the cavity axis.

If we calculate F(Z) with the help of formula (5?) of reference

(4), which assumes rectangular shapes for light emission and absorption we

obtain a faster decrease in F(Z) with z.

(2) The power delivered by the vapor.

Figure 4 gives the variation of the power output for two experimen-

tal situations. Figure 5 gives the variation of the maximum of power as a

function of Y-I assuming in each case sufficient light intensity to reach this

maximum. The oscillation threshold as a function of y, an^ ÎQo are also
•L v
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given on figures 6 and 7 respectively. The results are qualitatively in

(4)agreement with those published earlier , but the absolute values of the

maximum power output are smaller. It is found here that the power output is

extremely sensitive to the value of T]Q,,. For example if T)Q =13,000,</ ti

Pm =0; but if T)Q =16,500, PmnY = 41 X 10"
11 W while if T]Q,= 25,000,

UldA v UlflX v

P =146x10 W, v, being equal to 140 s . However, P tends to amax '1 max

limit when T1Q. becomes large. In the examples above, P is a strong
v

function of T]Q , because we are close to the threshold of oscillation. These</

results are interesting for the case where a quartz bulb is used in which

case T]Q is reduced by the presence of microwave losses.t/

The curve of P = g(Y-i) is approximately a parabola which shows
IH£LX JL

2 2
is nearly proportional to YT or nn-j_ \)

The region of Fn over which maser oscillations are possible in-

creases with y and T]Q.,.
J- -V
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Appendix B

The starting point of the calculations on the effect of the light

is taken from previous work by Barrat et al and by Vanier . From these

results we obtain after averaging over the Doppler distribution, the following

expression for the light shift parameter

- - - — In 2
O-Q -00 -05 l(v)(v-V&) (AVp)

a = — - r e dvdv ,TT J J .2 a
-co -co _ ,Av

where v is the line center frequency of a given class of atoms, vn is the
fl \J

line center frequency of the doppler broadened line, Av is the natural line
Si

width, l( v) is the light source spectral density and a_ is the absorption

cross section.

For the light broadening parameter a similar expression can be

derived :

4(v-v)2

(v) e dv .

In the case of the rubidium maser where l( v) is a function of the coordinates

in the storage bulb these integrals can be evaluated only numerically. These

calculations have been done for the D, line. The results obtained indicate

that although there is a very strong inhomogeneity in the pumping rates

throughout the maser bulb (see figure 3), the maser light shift is still al-

most linear with light intensity. Furthermore, even in those conditions we

find that the line is very nearly symmetrical.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the rubidium 87 maser.

Figure 2 Lower energy levels diagram of the rubidium 87 atom.

Figure 3 Theoretical variation of the pumping rate F as a function of the

distance z in the absorption cell (Formula 57 refers to the

(4).
article by Vanier ).

Figure 4 Theoretical atomic power as a function of the pumping rate FQ at

the entrance of the bulb.

Figure 5 Theoretical variation of the maximum power P=f(rn) as a func-

tion of Y-] •

Figure 6 Theoretical oscillation threshold as a function of YI (̂ Q/,i •(/

constant).

Figure 7 Theoretical oscillation threshold as a function of T]Q (y,
t> J-

constant).

Figure 8 NAS 1 Rb 87 maser assembly.

Figure 9 Superheterodyne receiver.

Figure 10 NAS 1 Rubidium maser power output as a function of light intensity.

Figure 11 Typical rubidium spectrum observed on the Fabry-Perot interfero-

meter. The trace is alternated between the filtered lamp and a

reference lamp by a rotating chopper. Figure 4a is for a lamp

without filter, while 4b is for a hot filter. In figure 4a the

lines coincide while in figure 4b one line is absorbed by the

isotopic filter and the other is shifted.

Figure 12 Frequency displacement of the pumping line as a function of tem-

perature of the filter cell.
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Figure 13 Cavity tuning and light shift. The parameter varied from one

curve to another is the light intensity.

Figure 14 Tuning of the rubidium 87 maser through the method of line Q

broadening by Zeeman transitions in the field dependent levels.

Figure 15 Experimental set-up used to measure the rubidium masers frequency

stability.

Figure 16 Rubidium maser stability in the short term region as a function

of averaging time. The parameter varied from one curve to

another is the power output of both masers.

Figure 17 Comparison of rubidium maser frequency stability to other existing

oscillators.

Figure 18 Photograph of the two NASA rubidium 87 masers.
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Rb 87 MASER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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SPECTRAL SHIFT VS FILTER TEMPERATURE
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CAVITY PULLING AND LIGHT SHIFT
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